The family like environment and people are what made AHIS special to me. It had the best teachers; they used to support us in everything we were doing, I still remember teasing them! I really had great memories there, especially with our English teacher David; he taught us a lot. I also remember being a part of the football team; I loved playing sports at school.

Being an AHIS student allowed me to meet people from all over the world, and make lifelong friends in a motivating and supporting environment. My amazing teachers helped me elevate my English language skills which benefited me later in the future.
It was a privilege to attend AHIS, as I left my previous school and joined it. I really felt like I was part of a family like environment. I still remember two teachers that were role models to me, Ms. Fatima and Ms. Rabab, they did not only teach me during school hours, but they arranged after school session that benefited me a lot. In addition, I was involved in YLC and other programs that boosted my professional skills. These skills are helping me in my work place today, they were foundation skills that are not valued based on money, but skills I proudly acquired from AHIS.
AHIS teachers, admin and staff shaped me to become the person I am today. It is with great honor and privilege that I graduated from AHIS. My daughter asked me, which school did I graduate from? I told her AHIS, it is the most unique and culturally diverse school. Not only was I happy that she asked me, but it made me happy when I remembered the best moments I lived at AHIS which I will never forget. I still remember the valuable lessons that Mr. Abdulla, Mr. Qutaiba and Mr. Saeed taught me, I am very thankful for them.
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AHIS was more than just a school to me. I participated in the car show “Typhoon”, Toastmaster, and MUN. These activities helped me socialize with a lot of different people; I’m still in touch with all my friends from school. I would really like to say a big THANK YOU to my teachers who I’ve learned so much from!
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Everything was unique in AHIS! Their activities were exciting and different from other schools; I was involved in several sports activities. The teachers were very friendly yet professional. I also proudly presented our batch’s graduation speech which was the highlight of my time at AHIS. I still remember the campus’s advanced facilities like the science lab, and library.
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To me the most memorable part I experienced at AHIS was its culture; I’m still in contact with most of my friends from school who were like family to me. I was comfortable with AHIS’s curriculum, especially that the teachers were friendly and qualified. I remember I used to enjoy playing in the playground, although now I am sure they have changed it.

AHIS was amazing from A to Z! School mates, teachers, admin staff and specially Mrs. Sawsan who had helped me and taught me a lot. I feel like I am who I am today because of AHIS, in terms of excellent decision making, self-confidence, and interpersonal skills.